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Welcome
This edition of All About OSHC is dedicated to the
amazing OSHC educators that have continued to work
throughout COVID 19 supporting children and
families in their communities. NOSHSA is grateful to
be able to recognise and promote the work of our
sector as our advocacy and representation continues.
When we published our first All About OSHC back in
March this year, we could not have anticipated what
the year had install for Australia (and the world).
Throughout COVID 19, the NOSHSA delegates have
continued to meet regularly and advocate on behalf
of the sector. We have received letters of
appreciation from Minister Tehan for our ongoing
work and tireless commitment in advocating for
OSHC. Our requests have not gone unnoticed and we
have been thankful that our OSHC sector has received
critically needed support.
We also value the prioritisation of the OSHC
workforce through measures such as the
employment guarantee.
As we turn out attention to the future, we look
forward to playing a key role in the Children’s
Education and Care National Workforce Strategy as
we are honoured to represent our members,
ensuring a strong voice for OSHC.
Kylie Brannelly
Chairperson
NOSHSA
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QUALITY IN OSHC

The Quality Journey
- ACECQA
In August, ACECQA released its 30th National
Quality Framework (NQF) Snapshot. Chris Mason,
Senior Manager of Research and Qualifications
Assessment at ACECQA, provides an overview of
how OSHC services are performing against the
National Quality Standard.

and supporting parental choice, the National
Quality Standard (NQS) is used by state and
territory regulatory authorities to assess and rate
services.
Our latest Snapshot shows that OSHC services are
committed to quality improvement for their
children and families. Three-quarters (75%) are
rated Meeting NQS or above, up from 70% two
years ago and 62% four years ago.

As at 30 June 2020, there are just over 4,500
OSHC services approved under the NQF, operated
by more than 1,500 service providers. Most (82%)
of these are single service providers, while just
eight providers operate more than a third (34%)
of all OSHC services.

To be rated Meeting NQS overall, all elements
across the seven quality areas must be met. This
means that a service may be rated Working
Towards NQS based on not meeting a single
element or not meeting several elements.

The Education and Care Services National Law
and National Regulations govern the minimum
standards and requirements that all providers of
services regulated under the NQF must meet. In
the interests of continuous quality improvement

The figure below provides a breakdown of
performance against the most challenging 10
elements of the NQS. There are six elements
which more than 10% of OSHC services find
challenging to meet:
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•

Assessment and planning cycle (1.3.1)

•

Critical reflection (1.3.2)

•

Management systems (7.1.2)

•

Educational leadership (7.2.2)

•

Health practices and procedures (2.1.2)

•

Development of professionals (7.2.3).

specific resources on educational leadership and,
of course, the definitive Guide to the NQF.

The NQF was designed to provide our children
with the best possible education and care
experience. With more than 11,000 reassessments
undertaken since the NQF commenced, there is
strong evidence that services are committed to
this objective. This is typified by the fact that
around two-thirds (65%) of services rated Working
Towards NQS improve their quality rating
following a reassessment, including 61% of OSHC
services.
Finally, our research and reports page includes
recent quality improvement research, as well as a
series of occasional papers, some of which
examine specific quality areas of the NQS,
including Quality Areas 1, 2 and 7, which contain
the most challenging six elements highlighted
above.

4,500 OSHC services approved
under the NQF, operated by
more than 1,500 service
providers

In addition to the pdf version of the Snapshot, we
continue to enhance the online, interactive
version with additional analysis, as well as publish
the full dataset in Excel.
One of our statutory functions is to publish guides
and resources to help education and care services
in understanding the NQF. Our website includes a
wealth of information and guidance to support
services to meet the NQS, as well as free access to
information sheets, educational games, videos,
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REFLECTION ON PRACTICE

Group Interviews - Emma Wordsworth,
Settlers Farm Campus OSHC
The service undertaking a Group Interview process to recruit new
educators, with pleasing results.

At Settlers Farm Campus OSHC we now undertake a Group interview process to
recruit new educators, and love the results.
For years we always used the process of individual interviews when recruiting. We would set aside 1 or 2
full days and have applicants slotted in at half an hour increments across the day. We became increasingly
frustrated when applicants pulled out last minute, or did not show up for their allocated time slot. We also
found that an individual interview, where we gave people OSHC-based scenarios and asked what they
would do, did not give us a real indication of how that person would work as part of a team or work with
children, especially if they weren’t coming from an OSHC/childcare environment.
In terms of advertising available positions, we make a post on our service Facebook page and ask our
families and educators to tag anyone they think may be interested and to share the post far and wide.
Social media can be a wonderful tool. We also occasionally advertise on the UniSA career hub and our
current educators post the advertisement in their university group pages.
We began holding group interviews in 2017. We hold one timeslot generally 6-8pm in the evening and
invite all applicants.
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•

We start by getting the applicants to pair up, they have 3 minutes to chat to their partner about what/
if they are studying, hobbies, interests, experience etc after the 3 minutes we come back and each
person introduces their partner to their group- this allows us to see listening skills, communication,
confidence and body language.

•

Groups have a period of time to brainstorm things they know about OSHC and then report back to the
group- this allows us to see if they have any prior knowledge of the OSHC sector.

•

Groups have a blank vacation care program and a fake excursion cost guide and budget, groups need
to plan a vacation care sticking to their budget, then report back to the group their plan and why they
put certain excursions on certain days- this allows us to see teamwork, negotiation, planning skills and
organisation.

•

Groups are given 15 laminated words (eg relationships with parents, safety, ratios, fun, personal
appearance) and need to prioritise them into 1 long list. The group then comes back and explains their
order and why. This is allows us to see teamwork, negotiation, compromise and an understanding of
the OSHC sector.

•

Groups participate in a game of replica. A Lego board with scattered pieces is at one end of the room,
groups run up 1 at a time to try and memorise where the pieces go. They run back and explain to their
captain (the only person who can touch the board and move the pieces) where the pieces go- this
allows us to see teamwork, leadership skills, communication, ability to follow direction and delegation
skills.

•

Groups have a period of time to come up with a game that requires no resources. They then present
and run this game to the group- this allows us to see teamwork, confidence, spontaneous planning and
leadership.

We are really pleased with the way group interviews have been working for our service and the quality of
employees we have gained through this. In our opinion applicants are much more relaxed in a group
environment and therefore give us a real insight into their skills and abilities. Our next progression is
having children attend the group interviews to really give us a good indication of the applicants’
responsiveness to children, after all, that’s what we’re here for!
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CURRENT ISSUES

Building a team of leaders
- St Francis Assisi OSHC

St Francis of Assisi OSHC services the largest
Catholic Primary School in Victoria. On average
we have 175 children attend per school day and
approximately 25 children per day during the
school holiday period and school-closure days.

however, they work collaboratively to reach a
common goal. When faced with a challenging
situation, we consider which team member is
most suitable to handle it. This model delivers
strong team effectiveness, shares the workload

When our Educational Leader accepted her role,
she believed that “to be a great leader you must
be capable of putting aside your agenda” and also
“a true leader emerges from those whose primary
motivation is to help others succeed”.
Over the years, we have trialled different
leadership styles at our service, including
Instructional
Leadership,
Transformational
Leadership and Strategic Leadership.

and fosters an emotionally supportive workplace.

Throughout this leadership journey, one of our
turning points was establishing a ‘leadership
team’ which brought together individuals to lead
alongside each other. These individuals have
diverse skills, experience and ‘people styles’,

•

Our leadership team are currently embracing:
Human leadership style
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Bringing out the best in people through
communication, trust, celebration, respect,
continuous improvement and responsible
freedom.

•

This decision was due to staffing challenges that
are familiar to many OSHC services. Our staff is
comprised of qualified teachers seeking related
employment, university students, personnel who
have returned to work following a period of
unemployment and grandparents who are
committed to assisting with the care of their
grandchildren. This challenge is magnified due
to the perception of OSHC employment as
temporary. To encourage staff continuity we
practice Human Leadership. This recognises that
every person has unique strengths and
capabilities which they can use to enhance the
children’s learning. For example:
•

The educator who has a love of gardening
fosters the children’s respect for natural
environments
and
knowledge
of
sustainable practices

•

The educator who enjoys coding has
introduced the children to the use of
technology as a tool for their play and
learning

•

The educator who loves mystery books has
worked collaboratively with the children to
devise CSI games

The educator who has a passion for
cooking teaches the children about healthy
lifestyles.

As a Leadership Team, we strive to help our
colleagues recognise their full potential, realise
their strengths, and continuously build their
talents to encourage a sense of fulfilment. This
assists them to see themselves as competent
learners and valued team members. Focusing on
continuous improvement for staff has ensured a
relatively low turnover of staff and created a
high level of job satisfaction.
This Human Leadership approach inspires our
educators as ‘lifetime learners’ and creates an
environment where educators actively listen,
build trusting relationships and celebrate the
goodness and uniqueness of each child. This
positively impacts on the children’s learning
dispositions and outcomes while building
enthusiasm for learning and passing on the ethos
of Human Leadership to the children.
We measure the success of the Human
Leadership approach by the impact we have on
the people we encounter and on those we have
not yet encountered.
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CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE

The Challenges and Opportunities of
Documentation in OSHC
- Townsville Central OSHC
Townsville Central OSHC is recognized as an
exceeding NQS service. In May, 2019 the service
were awarded a rating of exceeding in all 15
standards of the NQS which now makes them
eligible to apply for an excellent rating. One of
their strengths that contributed to this rating was
evident in the systems and processes developed
to create meaningful documentation within the
service.

reflection is important and those feelings and
contexts for educators need to be taken into
account to embed critical reflection in a
meaningful way.
How do you support the team to regularly
engage in critical reflection in their
documentation?
The reflection sheets that we use include prompt
questions. The team are also encouraged to make
notes. The Assistant Coordinator and I work with
the team to discuss their reflections and help
them draw idea further thoughts, ideas and
meaning. The acts of reflecting and documenting
are complementary. We think of it as Yin and
Yang, the current team and their practice is the
Yin (practice) and implementation and
documentation are the Yang. In this way we have
found a relatable connected and balance
between the two.

In a recent interview with the service’s
Coordinator, Molly Male, she described the
collaborative partnership between herself and
the Assistant Coordinator that has contributed to
the strength and purpose of these systems.
How did you arrive at your current approach to
documentation? E.g. was there trial of other
approaches until you found something that
worked?
Definitely trial and error. The issue in OSHC is that
there is a big variety in our teams. Over time, like
the majority of OSHC services, we have had
changes to staff and therefore our team. At any
given point it is a matter of looking at the current
team and assessing what is going to work best for
them. Our documentation approaches always
include variety to cater for this diversity.

We also involve the team in day to day decisions,
for example when we were considering
improvements to after school routines we used a
collaborative cycle of critical reflection to discuss
this with the team; What could we improve? Why
would we want to improve it? What will suit the
dynamics of our service, children and staff? In our
experience, the team want to have input, we just
have to find a way to reach them. Involving them
in day to day decision making such as flooring
shows them that their opinions matter and their
voices are valued. When they know their opinions
matter and their ideas are taken into account, we
find they are more likely to share them and want
to be involved.

How have you embedded critical reflection into
your documentation?
When we first started the process, it was honestly
overwhelming. I worked out that I needed to find
a critical reflection process that was easy to
follow and repetitive. We started with five
different strategies and techniques and refined
these over time. Now we are working with a few
simple but powerful approaches. The most
popular approaches are the Gibbs reflective
process and the What Cycle – What is it? So
what? Now what? So what again? We also need
to remember that critical reflection is not
criticism, it is important to critically reflect on the
strengths and positives just as much as the
opportunities. How one feel’s about critical

How do you engage families in documentation?
We think about families, we acknowledge they
are time poor so we engage with them and ask
them how they would like to receive information.
Through this we know that some prefer a form,
some prefer an email etc. We respond to families
by using a range of strategies so we can meet
families where they are at.
10

them appreciate the ‘why’.
Anything else that others could learn from?
Strategies for finding purpose and meaning?
When educators first started, they were quite
overwhelmed by the frameworks and the number
of things that get looked at – it needs to be broken
down into manageable pieces of information. Also,
when you ask the right questions it makes
educators think about the day and reflecting
without consciously knowing that’s what they’re
doing. We also bring everything back in a
connection loop to our philosophy.

What advice would you have for service leaders
struggling with documentation and looking for a
way to improve?

Engaging with educators allows them to feel
valued. Educators don’t feel as valued as service
leaders as there is so much more emphasis on the
leadership positions. Educators do want to feel
involved and feel heard – without these
documents they just come to work, do their job
and leave.

Truthfully, it is really helpful to have someone on
the team that loves documentation to drive and
inspire the process. It can be challenging for
people if that’s not what they are used to
contemporary practice. I would say that not
everyone has to document in the same way and
like in any service you just play to people’s
strengths and develop your best practice from
there.

Now they follow up on their reflections and ask for
feedback on them. It’s a wonderful feeling as a
service leader when team members have a
‘realisation’ or ‘aha’ moment. It is such a
confidence building moment and as a service
leader they are the moments that help me feel
successful. More recently we have observed team
members helping each other in a sort of
unplanned/spontaneous mentoring and coaching
event. It is wonderful when educators develop
strengths in areas that it gives them the
confidence to help others.

It is also helpful to start with a focus:
• Afternoon

tea routines: are they working? How
else could we do this?

• Working

through individual
particularly Area 1 or 5

quality

areas,

• Policies

being implemented such as the new
transport policies or steps to meet new
standards

Also remember to involve the children. At our
service children were talking about COVID and
things like new processes and cleaning and asking
what they can do to contribute – a lot of this
happens in the moment so while we know its
critical reflection, there is no need to always
directly point it out.

• Current

events in the service – things people
want to work on and do – QIP

Always try to be organic and authentic with the
process, it can be done without recognising in
terms of staging the process, let the conversations,
thoughts and ideas flow. Acknowledge the
complication but don’t overcomplicate. Critical
reflection is a natural process that most people
would do in their lives – tune in and recognise
when you are doing that.
Consider too the contextual background of
educators, documentation doesn’t have to look a
particular way. Remind yourself that the outcomes
of conversations and decisions are better as a
result of critical reflection. This deepens
everyone’s understanding and finding links helps
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CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE

Order and Chaos in Loose Parts Play - Isaih Tueta, The Outsiders
children
create
and
maintain
rules
that
govern how a play frame
is to operate. These can
be spoken or unspoken
between the children but
you can rest assure that
there is always an
underlying thread of
order that holds play
frames together – these
can be seen through the
role playing, the rules
that govern a game of
cops and robbers, or the
unspoken agreement that
we are not going to hurt
each other while we
wrestle.
Externally in the play
environment
around
them: Children take a
chaotic and unstructured
environment, in this case a loose parts
environment, and create structure and order
within that environment, (building bases, sorting
or organising loose parts, combing the loose parts
to make something that can hold some sort of
structure or order in the child’s mind), so that
there is a physical manifestation of that order
that can aid in maintaining a play frame.

Over our time working with school aged children
in a loose parts environment under a
predominantly Playwork philosophy we have
found the study of chaos and order a fascinating
topic when considering children’s play. We
occasionally get remarks about how unappealing
our play environment looks, how chaotic, and
therefore, how dangerous it seems through the
eyes of adults. However, we are more interested
in how the children see and therefore interact
with the space. One thing we have observed
repeatedly is that chaos is a key stimulus and
motivation behind the construction and
maintenance of order in a play space. We find it
ironic and comforting to know that when children
are left to their own devices children naturally
seek to create order through their play.

On the flip side, and we think anyone who has
worked with school aged children could relate to
this, we see that when children are held in an
environment with too much order (e.g. indoor
environment where each item has its own specific
purpose and area), they tend to engage in
activities that deconstruct order and stimulate
chaos. In this way we can think of children as the
natural keepers of ‘the balance between order
and chaos’. You can only engage in CREATING
order through the presence of chaos; therefore,
children are typically fully engaged in an

This can be expressed either internally or
externally. Internally, on a conceptual level:
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environment that is safe and secure, but also
presents unlimited opportunity for growth,
construction and reconstruction. Furthermore,
when we look at human societies or the culture
we have developed over time, is it nothing more
than pockets of order, created through both
internal (morals, social norms, spirit and religion)
and external means (infrastructure and physical
comfort), within a chaotic, natural environment.

eventually intrinsically deconstruct their play
frames or creations to make room for the next
challenge.
Play: The ultimate evolutionary tool for establish
and maintaining order.

Terminology
Loose Parts: Materials that can be moved
all around the play space and used in
endless ways
Playwork: An approach to working with
children that aims to support and
facilitate the play process
Play frame: The process of play is
‘contained’ by the play frame. The play
frame can be a material boundary that
keeps the play intact; the rules of the
game or understanding between the
participants.

So the practice of creating order in a chaotic play
space is the same process that humanity has been
engaged in for tens of thousands of years. The
process of creating structure and order in a chaotic
and seemingly uncontrollable environment is at
the core of what it means to be a functioning
human within a societal or cultural context. We
love our Loose Part area for many reasons, but
one is because it gives the children an opportunity
to use their creativity and imagination in a way
that stimulates and maintains order. They can
sharpen their creative skills in a way that directly
relates to their ability to be a productive member
of society. The challenge of creating this order
never has to end because the children will
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CHILDRENS VOICES

On Reflection...
- Mandy Richardson, St Pius X OSHC, SA
Our service recently advertised for new
educators. We had a number of promising
applicants apply and decided we would
undertake group interviews, similar to the
process we learned from Settlers Farm OSHC.
However, we also like to include children in our
interviews for educators, so we decided to
combine the two processes.

settled into the staff room around three round
tables (socially distancing of course). We had the
interviewers seated at one table (where we could
observe) and the applicants were split into two
other groups. We had three different tasks we
gave them and the idea was to watch how they
interacted with each other – to see who led, who
listened well and how they co-operated in a
group. We also were carefully watching and
listening to see how they interacted with
children. We feel this tells us a lot about their
beliefs about children – how they value them and
what they believe children’s capabilities are. We
don’t want educators who talk down to children
or believe they are any less capable just because
they are younger. At previous interviews we
conducted it was clear that some applicants
undervalued children’s capabilities or importance
- or otherwise pitched directly to the children
trying to be fun and get their approval ….. but
that left us wondering if they would take that on
in their guidance style and be constantly trying to
please children at the detriment of service rules
and routines.

We had seven applicants plus there were three
children and two educators on the interview
panel and it was a wonderful, informal,
educational and fun process, (which all of the
applicants also commented on). In total it was an
hour and a half, which started with the applicants
(in groups of two or three) taken on a tour of the
service by one or two of our students. It is always
fascinating hearing what is important for the
children and what is their take on things. For
example they mostly start with sharing the snack
menu. This is hilarious, as they LOVE their food
here! One child also took her group on a tour of
every single part of the outdoor yard – clearly she
loves playing outside. I recommend you try this
activity of getting children to take visitors on a
tour of your service and you will see what is
important to them.

For the first activity we asked each of the
applicants to take five minutes to interview each
other and then report back to the larger group.

After the tour, the applicants and interview panel
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This is a great way to observe social skills, while
also finding out more about each of the
applicants (unless of course the person
introducing the other person didn’t have that
much to say……). There was an uneven number of
applicants, so we asked for a volunteer from
both the children’s group and the applicants. Just
this process alone revealed bucket loads about
the applicants. The applicant who quickly offered
to match up with a nervous child interviewer
quickly put the child at ease, earning a big tick
from this child.

program, fun, food, ratios, etc. There, of course,
were no right answer to these activities but we
wanted to see how they interacted with each
other and what their knowledge and experience
of OSHC was like.
We decided on some great applicants on this day
(and yes the one who paired up with our child
interviewer did make the grade). We don’t always
employ the applicant the children liked the best
(remember the one who was just sucking up to
the kids?!) but we always take on their feedback
as it is ALWAYS so insightful and usually we agree
with it.

The second activity was the children asking the
group of applicants a series of questions. This is
always my favourite part – seeing what questions
the children come up with! They ask questions we
wouldn’t dare ask, or even think of asking. But
they are always relevant and sensible questions. I
remember on a previous occasion one child
asked: “If you were asked to go into the gym and
organise dodge ball with the children, would you
want to?” This was a make or break question for
that dodgeball-crazed child! On this occasion the
questions were awesome, as usual, and the adult
interviewers did not feel the need to ask any
other questions as we had acquired the
information we needed. One child had worked
out his questions with the family at the dinner
table the night before. And I loved this question
from another child: “Obviously in OSHC you need
to multi-task, so how do you think you would
handle this – like while you are doing craft, there
is some other thing you need to sort out?” (She
meant behaviour disturbance.) Our service
focuses a lot on the importance of understanding
feelings and how they affect behaviours, so it was
fascinating to hear the children ask so many
questions about children’s feelings – “What
would you do if a child was feeling sad? What
would you do if a child was feeling angry?” These
questions couldn’t have been more perfect if we
asked them ourselves and gave a great insight
into how the applicants would interact with
children.

However, there are so many more great
outcomes from this process. The applicants all
reported it was a fun and informative process for
them and the children and their families also
reported that the process helped them to grow
too. But also, it gave us a greater insight into the
children who were involved and helped us to
reflect on our service.
In the final activity of arranging the words, I could
see that two of the children were looking at one
of the hierarchy of words a little mystified (I was
too, to be honest) so I asked them what they
thought of the order, and asked if they would
change anything. One of the children quickly
stepped up and moved the word ‘food’ from right
down the bottom (see, I told you they loved
food). She also moved ‘routines’ from down the
bottom too and remarked: “Routines are
important here as we always have to wash our
hands when we come to OSHC”. Then her final
move blew me away, she moved ‘Educational
Programs’ up quite high. It was at this point that I
wanted to get inside the heads of these children!
I’ve reflected on this since, and realized that even
though we highly respect the children’s voice in
our service, we could go much further. In the past
we have had a children’s leadership forum but it
fizzled out after a while. I am now thinking we
bring it back and give children more directed
tasks such as the ones in this group interview to
get a better insight into their ideas and thinking
and use it to reflect on and improve our service.

The final two activities were both done
collaboratively in their groups. One was planning
a week of vacation care activities and the other
was prioritising a list of words associated with
OSHC into a hierarchy of importance – words
such as relationships, routines, educational

And, as a final bonus, I now have something extra
to add to my QIP as both evidence for the
exceeding themes, and a new improvement we
are seeking!
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SPOTLIGHT ON RESEARCH

Examining the Professional Standards for
Outside School Hours Care Educators
- Dr Jennifer Cartmel & Dr Bruce Hurst
what professional practice in SAC looks like and
therefore promote improved practices with
children. In 2018, the Standards were introduced
to Queensland educators through a professional
development program.

Griffith University is conducting a small, qualitative
research project to gain an insight into how the
Standards are influencing practice within the
sector. The project was based on a methodology
proposed by Guskey (2016), which uses a
combination of qualitative methods to try and
provide a deep understanding of the effects of
participation in professional development. In the
first phase of the research, all training participants
(83) participated in a survey on the day of the
training to share their first impressions (Guskey,
2016). In the second phase, approximately 12
months after the training, a smaller sample of 10
practitioners participated in an online semistructured interview to provide insights into their
initial engagement with The Standards.
Chain One Findings
Survey forms were completed by participants,
most of whom were employed in leadership roles
as service coordinators for a single service, or as
area managers for large providers with
responsibility for multiple services. Their most
popular response (54) can be summarised as
wanting to ‘stay up to date’. The second most
common response from participants was they
wanted to know how to implement the Standards.
The overwhelming majority (83) of responses
identified a role for the Standards in their service
that would contribute to practice improvements.
This suggests that these participants might see the
standards as an effective benchmark capable of
clarifying what ‘good’ practice looks like, and
something that educators can be measured
against.

Background
The Professional Standards for Educators (The
Standards) were developed by the Queensland
Children’s Activity Network (QCAN), who are the
peak representative body for SAC in the state of
Queensland. QCAN developed The Standards to
try and capture what professional practice looked
like for SAC practitioners at 4 different stages of
their career, commencing with ‘Foundation’ for
new practitioners and culminating with ‘Lead’ for
service leaders. They were developed in
consultation with Queensland practitioners to
better represent contemporary professional
practices in an Australian context. The Standards
aim to provide a clearer, shared understanding of
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Chain Two Findings
Interviews were conducted via the web
application Zoom. Participants came from all over
Queensland and were selected on the basis that
they acted in leadership roles and therefore had
greater capacity to implement The Standards.
Each interview was analysed to identify the major
topics of concern to participants. This analysis
shows that there were 2 multi-faceted hierarchies
in operation in some OSHC settings that influence
how services engage with the Standards. In one
hierarchy, service leaders appear to position
themselves above educators by exempting
themselves from judgment via The Standards. The
other hierarchy suggested that many service
leaders position short-term educators as ‘less’
than long-term educators, justifying a lack of
engagement on the basis that these short-term
educators will inevitably move on. Hierarchies
aren’t unusual in workplaces, but these two seem
to reflect the uniqueness of OSHC in Australia
where relationships between services and schools
can be complex and a high percentage of
educators are part of our teams for a relatively
short time.

achieve. The hierarchies described here are both
of concern because they act as barriers to
implementation of the Standards that result in
under-utilisation by both service leaders and
short-term staff. It seems reasonable to expect
that hierarchies such as these could also impede
the uptake of other professional development
programs and not just The Standards. There is no
suggestion that these hierarchies operate in all
SAC settings. However, it would be interesting for
educators to reflect on the relationships in their
own settings and consider whether there are
factors that impact on their capacity to provide
high quality SAC experiences for children. This
research suggests that service leaders need to
think deeply about they promote high quality
practices in a complex work environment.

Conclusion
QCAN developed The Professional Standards for
Educators on the basis that they had benefit for
educators and children in SAC by providing clear
benchmarks for workers of different levels to

NOTE: More details about the methodology,
analysis, findings and conclusion will be
forthcoming in peer reviewed academic
publications
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Domains

Standards

Professional Knowledge

1. Understand children and how they develop
2. Know the Framework and how it informs the
program and curriculum decision making

Professional Practice

3. Design and deliver an effective program for all
children
4. Create and maintain supportive and safe
environments
5. Evaluate, assess and provide relevant feedback on
children’s experiences

Professional engagement

6. Engage in professional learning
7. Engage professionally with colleagues, families and
the community
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CHILDRENS WELLBEING

Trauma Informed Practice - Lena Crasti (Network
Professional Development Facilitator)
Trauma informed practice (TIP) might
sound intense, and yet it is an approach
that has a simple premise, and is beneficial
for all children and can be extremely
helpful in an OOSH context. Lena Crasti
Network of Community Activities (OOSH
Peak in NSW) Professional Development &
Trauma Informed specialist explains why in
this timely article.

We don’t fully know the impact of COVID 19 on
children however, children are developing
serious mental health conditions, including posttraumatic stress, because of the coronavirus
pandemic.
Using Trauma informed practice can help
Educators to better support children at this time.

Trauma experienced at a young age will impact on
brain development. Chronological age means little
when working with children affected by trauma.
Physical,
psychological,
and
emotional
development will be delayed. Rather than
highlighting how wrong the behaviour was, ask
why that reaction happened at that time. Adapt
your practice to reduce the chance of that reaction
happening again. This helps to increase that child’s
sense of safety within the environment.

Trauma informed practice involves:
•

Recognising that trauma exists and impacts on
individuals.

•

Understanding the impacts and effects of
trauma.

•

Providing environments and interactions that
provide safety: physically, psychologically, and
emotionally.

‘But we can’t adapt what we do for one child. That
teaches them that they can just get away with
unacceptable behaviour.’

Yes, you can adapt for just one child and you
should. Trauma informed practice involves flexibly
responding to the need for safety and security.
Unacceptable behaviour is a response to that child
becoming heightened and feeling unsafe in the
environment. In most cases it will be a reaction
that takes place instantly and not always within
their control. If you want to see long-term change
it is important to adapt practices even if it is just
for one child.

Have you ever heard any of the statements below?
Consider how trauma informed practice can help
us to re-frame thoughts and practice.
‘That behaviour is unacceptable. You are eleven
years old. You can’t act like you are in kindergarten
just because you didn’t get your own way!’

4
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‘They seem to be fine considering what has
happened. It’s like nothing happened. I guess
some children are just adaptable.’
Being trauma informed means recognising that
reactions to trauma will vary. We get used to
seeing behaviours based around hyper-arousal –
anger, outbursts, shaking, dilated pupils. Look for
signs of hypo-arousal – withdrawal, lack of
interest, social withdrawal, staring, disassociation,
floppy or limp movements. Sometimes we are so
busy dealing with the big behaviours the quiet
ones pass us by.
Remember too that trauma informed practice will
benefit not only the children affected by trauma
but ALL children in your OOSH service.
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CHILDRENS WELLBEING

Supporting Resilience – A toolkit for educators
and parents
- Angus Ian Gorrie, Camp Hill OSHC

A scary global trend, particularly in western
countries is the severe decline in the resilience of
children. Resilience is the process of adapting well
in the face of adversity, trauma, challenges, threats
or significant sources of stress — such as family
and relationship problems, serious health problems
or school, behavioural and academic stressors. It
means “bouncing back” from difficult experiences.

•

Want you to solve their problems

•

Fear failure or consequences,
avoidance strategies

Although the program, grounds and Learning
Framework we apply at Camp Hill OSHC supports
the development of resilience among many other
positive social and emotional traits, unless these
are supported across the board, results can fall
short.

1.
Nurture Optimism: This seems so obvious,
but we often see parents/carers fall into the mood
of an upset child. Truth be told I have seen children
become infinitely more anxious/distressed because
they are mirroring their parent’s reaction.
Obviously, children see their parents as a person
worth modelling and if that is the default
behaviour it becomes the go to. As an educator it is
very easy in the case of a meltdown, injury or irate
parent to feel stressed, even angry, but it is very
important to remain at face value calm for the
children’s sake. This face value effort does
translate to real confidence as we master it.

Often give up too easily

•

Lack initiative

•

Deal with failure badly

•

Blame others when things go wrong

4
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We would like to share some strategies and openended questions that have worked to promote
resilience while still being able to weigh in as a
parent or educator:

Low resilience in children can often be identified
when they:
•

so
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Questions to support: If a child has had an
average day, especially caused by another child,
instead of deeply delving into the “bad” ask about
what might have gone right during the day and if
that reveals nothing ask what might be done to
ensure a better result tomorrow. Once again, I
know this seems simple when expressed like this
but, as a well-meaning care giver or parent it is
very hard to remove the desire to dig into the
negative.

4.
Help them Build their problem-solving
toolbox: This is great for conversational reasons
and empowerment.
•
What would [someone who they see as
capable] do? This could be as “actual” as an OSHC
educator or yourself or as random and arbitrary as
Wonder Woman or Super Man!
•
What has worked before? Most children
have most certainly demonstrated the ability to
overcome some challenges thus far so these
experiences should help their future interactions.

2.
Model Resiliency: When children see
obvious anxiety and distress on parents or
educators faces when they share their story, they
immediately feel irrevocably validated that they
were right to be fearful, anxious or distressed
themselves. Now “maybe” they were right to feel
this way, at least a little anyway… But often these
situations are complex being based more on
unconscious assumption, perception or even
completely inaccurate information.

•
Say as many ideas as you can in two
minutes, even the silly ones? Lay them on me. Go!
This can make a bit of fun out of an average
situation and nurture some lightness and
perspective at the same time.
•
How can we break this big problem into
little pieces? Slices are easier to deal with.
These everyday strategies have been very
successful for our educators and we hope they
may help other children expand their emotional
capabilities more broadly.

Questions to support: In a confident but caring
way phrase/express the possible other
perspectives that may have led to a situation. Not
only does this help build empathy but also
executive function as it demonstrates to the
children that there are often more ways to look at
a situation than theirs. What you are hoping to
achieve here is not to undermine a child’s point of
view, but rather build their understanding why
someone else was or can be, for lack of a better
word, annoying. Sometimes understanding these
things alleviates half the worry that surrounds it.
3.
Nurture A Growth Mindset: This just refers
to not getting bogged down in negativity. Today
might have been bad, but tomorrow doesn’t need
to be. Reinforce that. This works for the
antagonist as well. Reassuring a child that the
other person can change helps alleviate the
hopelessness of believing they will always be
subject to whatever the negative behaviour may
be.
Questions to support: Remove the negative and
focus on what could be done the next day. Maybe
even bring the other party into the conversation,
what could be done to help them be happier
(most bullying/antagonising behaviour is a result
of frustration or anxiety after all). This once again
supports empathy and even a longer term
solution.
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FOCUS

Focus on Western Australia
OSHCwa is Western Australia’s
Peak body for OSHC. We are
comprised
of
a
volunteer
committee with representation
from all service types in our sector.

two weeks and have now almost returned to
normal levels.
We have experienced some residual effects from
after the lockdown on OSHC bookings. During the
brief lockdown, families were able to spend more
time together and this had led to families
expressing a desire for more flexible work
arrangements. Many industries have allowed staff
to re-negotiate their start and/or finish times and
as a result, we are seeing a reduction in the number
of sessions of care families now require across a
week.

From all of us at OSHCwa we hope
that you are travelling well or are at
least on the road to recovery. To
our fellow colleagues from the
other states and territories, you have been in our
thoughts during these challenging times and we
just wanted to say “G-DAY FROM WA”.
Our state has resumed our normal practices for a
short time now. Children returned to school within
the first few weeks of May and many services found
that the demand for bookings strengthened within

The lockdown also led to the permanent closure of
some services. The flow on effect from these
closures is that services in the vicinity of the closed
centres have had an influx of enrolments, which has
brought them to full capacity.
We are very mindful of our colleagues in
the Eastern States who have
experienced a more recent spike in
COVID-19 infections resulting in the
return of strict lockdown measures and
are also conscious that we too, could
experience this at any time.
COVID-19 has also affected our
assessment and rating processes. In the
first week of August our Education and
Care Regulatory Unit (ECRU) announced
that they were formally resuming visits
to centres, albeit cautiously. The
assessment and rating process will now
be delivered quite differently, and
services have been provided with
additional self-reflection tools designed
to support compliance in the new
landscape.
By and large, the strategies that the
Government
provided to support
services to remain operational and to
transition back to a “new normal,” have
been successful, however it should be
acknowledged that moving out of Phase
3 on 26th June left many services feeling
anxious and the overall COVID-19
experience has taken its toll on
educators in the OSHC sector.
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The OSHC workforce has been significantly
impacted during COVID-19. Many staff have left
the sector and have been reluctant to return. We
have also had difficulties recruiting new staff to
OSHC. Strategies are needed to attract people to
the OSHC sector. The WA Government has
supported many industries with reductions to TAFE
fees for training, including Cert 3 and the Diploma
in Children’s Services, but the OSHC sector were
overlooked with no reductions for the Cert 4 or
Diploma of School Aged Education and Care.

gauntlet in a career in Outside School Hours Care.
The COVID-19 pandemic has not only been a time
of anxiety and fear but also a time of reflection,
learning and opportunity. Using these valuable
lessons, we can support the OSHC industry to
move forward to 2021.

On a positive note, the lockdown period allowed us
to explore and embrace new technologies which
will allow us to network with colleagues in our
sector across our large state including our remote
communities. This new way of working enables us
to connect more easily and we look forward to
continuing this into the future. We at OSHCwa are
also excited at the opportunity to offer face to face
PD’s and networking opportunities again. We are
holding a Leadership Forum in Term 4 to support
existing and emerging Leaders to take up the
23

NEWS AND EVENTS

Celebrating OOSH/OSHC Educators Day
around Australia

Inaugural NSW OOSH Educators Day Celebrated July 29th 2020.
Interview Roslyn White – Co-ordinator Wilberforce OOSH NSW
by Pauline O'Kane CEO Network of Community Activities (NSW Peak)
Why was it important for NSW OOSH Educators to
have their very own day of celebration &
acknowledgement?

I quickly learnt that there is no governing body
overseeing annual days and continued my research
into how to start an annual day.

OOSH Educators play a significant role in the lives of
children & families. Every year for the 24 years
(which is how long I have worked in this sector) I
have watched other Educators being celebrated by
their key stakeholders and community.

My first step was finding a backing, and who better
than Network of Community Activities, our sector
peak, our support, our advocates, our everything
for our sector.
I called Pauline O’Kane, CEO and told her my idea
and she was onboard. We met face to face and
nutted out what had to happen next. We had to
decide on a date and make a plan to promote the
day to help keep building the momentum.

There isn't a primary school, long day care, family
day care and pre-school services, that doesn't
celebrate the Educators who work with children
however-never have Out of School Hour Care
services been included or even received a slight
mention!

It was decided that from 2020, the last Wednesday
in July will always be known in NSW as Outside
School Hours Care Educators day!! Wednesday the
29th of July!

This has made us feel unvalued and unrecognised
for the good work we all do.
Well enough was enough for me and last year
(2019) I decided to take action. I made it my
mission to make it happen!

Why this date?
Networks first meeting to start the organisation
was held on the 26th of July 1974. This was the only
way to keep it the closest to this date without it
ever falling in vacation care, as not all services
operate vacation care.

Building momentum
How on earth do you go about starting an annual
day?
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Dreams into reality.

genuinely love their work, although being an
unpretentious lot they just get on and do it. We still
have a long way to go before OOSH Educators are
afforded the professional status and value they
deserve.

How did you feel on the day?
It was a true joy to see NSW Educators and other
states Educators totally embrace the first ever Out
of School Hours care Educators Day! There is no
doubt that the day was an overwhelming success.
Hundreds of Educators across Australia did
something to celebrate the day.

It is a sector that has been widely overlooked for
years, even though in recent times OOSH service
has become even more crucial in the lives of
children & families. I know we don’t do what we do
for accolades, however it would be nice to once a
year every year to be able to officially celebrate
what we do and why we do it.

Yes, across Australia including Queensland, South
Australia and Western Australia.
I was totally overwhelmed on the day to see the
amazing celebrations services had to acknowledge
and thank their educators for their dedication to
our sector and can't wait to do it all again next
year.

Australia-wide 2021
We know next year it will go Australia wide with so
much interest from other states already and many
Educators from around Australia will be joining in
the celebrations. It can only grow in momentum
that’s for sure. Can't wait until next year! to do it all
again however it will be bigger and better than this
year.

A massive thank you to Network and their team for
helping see this day to fruition, without them it just
wouldn't have been possible." Also it was great
that The Hon. Sarah MITCHELL, MLC (Minister for
Education and Early Childhood Learning) also
acknowledged the great work of OOSH Educators
on the day. It really made us all feel that extra
special.

Final words?
Thank you OOSHies
Thanks to all the OOSHies for embracing the idea
and for making it a great success. As a passionate
OOSH Advocate I am so proud of all the OOSH
Educators in NSW. Also huge shout out to Network
for supporting the idea and making it happen.

Recognition at last!
What happens next?
I haven’t yet met an OOSH Educator who doesn't
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QCAN LEARNING POINT
Interactive, accessible and
relevant learning

qcan.kineoportal.com.au
The
Queensland
Children’s
Activities Network (QCAN) online
training platform ‘Learning Point’ is
now available for all members to
use. Learning Point enables users to
engage in quality online learning
experiences, including self-paced
learning modules and webinars.
Certificates are issued upon
completion of your training which
can be used as a record of your
professional development.
Contact QCAN today
for further information

New courses
COMING SOON
Contact QCAN - 1300 781 749 - admin@qcan.org.au
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Get Qualified
In School Aged Education and Care

Open to all school age educators across Australia

CERT IV
CHC40113

Completed by:

$4,500

• Webinars
• Complete anytime, anywhere and on any device
• Self paced learning with full student resources for every unit
• Access to qualiﬁed trainers and assessors
• Online Support
ALREADY AN
• RPL and credit transfer available
OOSHIE? COURSE
• Pay by installments interest free!
FEES MAY BE TAX
DEDUCTIBLE
• Complete in 2 years
Limited spaces. Offer closes 27.11.20!

Contact us:
Email: learning@networkofcommunityactivities.org.au
Phone: 02 9212 3244

DIPLOMA
CHG50213

RTO: 90537
ABN: 68 002 561 631

$6,000

The National Outside School Hours Services
Alliance (NOSHSA) is a network of all
Australian State and Territory Out of School
Hours Services (OSHC) Associations. These
organisations promote provision of Out of
School Hours Services and act as a united
voice to advocate both to Government and
the community for excellence in service
provision.

CONTACT US
Queensland & Northern Territory
Queensland Children’s Activities Network (QCAN)
(NOSHSA Secretariat)

66 Woodend Rd, Woodend, QLD 4305
info@qcan.org.au
1300 781 749

www.qcan.org.au

New South Wales & Australian
Capital Territory
Network of Community Activities
8-10 Belmore Street Surry Hills NSW 2010
network@networkofcommunityactivities.org.au
(02) 9212 3244
www.networkofcommunityactivities.org.au

South Australia
OSHCsa
PO Box 55, Klemzig SA 5087
oshcsa@gmail.com
www.oshcsa.org.au

Victoria
Community Child Care Association
Suite West 8 & 9, 215 Bell St Preston, Victoria, 3072
reception@cccinc.org.au
(03) 9486 3455
www.cccinc.org.au

Western Australia
Outside School Hours Care WA (Inc.)
OSHCwa@gmail.com
www.oshcwa.com
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